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Tiu: last /ralf-day's sessio" of I/re p11blic sc/rools before .llemorial Day
shall be devoted to exercises commemorative of the history of this natio11
during tlze war of the Rebellio11 and lo patriotic instrnction in the principles of liberty a11d tlze eqr,al rights of 111011.
No. 25, Acts of General Assembly, 1894.

STATE OF VER'.\IOKT.
DF.PAR'rMENT Of EllUCATlON.

To Teaclzcrs a11d Pttpi/s:

Again the day is at hand when we are to lay aside our wonted
work and in commemoration of heroic days of the Republic to render
loyal tribute and re\•erent honor to the men 0£ those days, living or
dead, soldier or statesman, patriots all, who defended our country in
time of peril and who by their sen·ice of wise thought. civic devotion.
noble sacrifice, and gallant action, won and bequeathed to us the priceless heritage of a larger liberty, a truer equality, a more enduring
peace and a grander union. Now comes the time when it is fitting for
the grand army of the school, the patriot army of the future, to halt
in its common dai ly march, dress ranks, face the passing veterans of the
Ci\·il \Var, and salute the Grand Army of the Republic, the patriot
army of the past. On such a day it is meet for the hill-born children
and youth of the Green Mountain State, the descendants of the men
who fought for liberty, equality, and independence at Ticonderoga, Bennington,
and elsewhere, the sons and daughters of
the men who fought for liberty, equality
and union at Gettysburg, in the \Vilderuess. at Petersburg and on many a field
in the southland, all the children of a
worthy ancestry. to stand at salute before the patriot armies marching along
the ways of our countr)?s past, and to behold with grateful reverence the men who
have lived with "aspiration toward all
that man can do for men,'' or who have
laid down their lives for their friends,
and who ha\·e thereby bravely lived or
OF.ORCE WA$JIINC',TO~.
bra\·ely died for their country and God.
Then let them look about them in great America, stand face to face
with the i1wisible structures reared by the fathers, and behold by
spirit ual vision the strength, beauty, and wisdom of the eternal prin-
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ciples of truth, law, order, j ustice, freedom, equality, fraternity, and
righteousness, inwrought in the institutions of home, school, church,
societies, state and nation.
Patriotism comes not by obser vation. No one can add a cubit to
hi, stature, merely by taking thought. As spirit or element of life,' it
grows with life. and reaches fruition only
in noble manhood. Likewise there can be
no worthy manhood without love of country. It is not merely thought, ideal, sentiment, purpose, or action; it is all of these
and more, woven with the experience and
growth of life into righteous character.
True character grows from rightful conduct. The child who speaks the truth,
obeys his mother or teacher, is respectful, holds his temper and is not afraid,
is growing truthful, reverent, law-abiding, self-controlled and brave. The youth
who regards the rights and weal of others,
acts freely and orderly, dares to do right,
ABRAHAM L INCOLN.
does as he ought rather than as he
wishes, loves honor, and cares for his fellows, is realizing in his life
equality, freedom. law, j ustice, fraternity and moral power. Truth,
beauty and goodness are to be lived to be learned. The boy or girl
who loves the home, the farm, the school ; who feels the beauty of hill,
mountain and valley; who bears in h is heart the image of lake and
river ; who hears in his soul the music of the bir d, waving pine tree or
murmuring brooklet ; who sees and feels and loves the bright glow o f
the morning, the sunset's gold and crimson, or the shadows and coloring on the hillsides, is g rowing into a love of state and country. Thus
in a love of our native land, in the inspiration of heroic lives. and in
the realization of true manhood, the children and youth of our schools
grow in the power and beauty of patriotic citizenship.
The commemoration of the g rand events of the Civil War, with
its grateful honor to the heroes of that war, is a duty and opportunity
of citizensh ip. As a civic institut ion the school shares in this duty.
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Vermont charges every one of her teachers faithfully to execute her
commission to observe Special Memorial Day in a worthy and loyal manner. The commemoration d heroic lives, with its expression of patriotic sentiments and reverent honor, inspires in youth a love of truth,
justice, honor, and righteousness, and energizes noble purposes of life.
The school must not lose the invaluable lessons of this day. To place
before the pupil right ideals of life and conduct, as exemplified in the
lives and deeds of heroes, to awaken in him a love of truth and honor,
as manifested in the lives of those he reveres; to stimulate within him a
true rega rd for the rights of others, especially for the weak, as he
learns to honor the strong who serve the weak; and to train him always
to do his duty, as real heroes have ever done; to do this is to give
"patriotic instruction in the principles of liberty and the equal rights
oi ma n," an.d to go far in giving right civic and ethical instruction.
Vermont has reared many costly monuments to the memory of
her soldiers in the Civil ·war, her orators and writers have again and
again paid loyal tribute to their honor,
and each new Memorial day a grateful
and loyal people, following the lines of
veterans, place flowers upon their honored
graves; but there can be no finer tribute,
no purer honor, no sweeter reverence than
that offered them by the school children
and youth of our State, gathered in their
school-homes on Special Memorial Day, the
school's "Sabbath of patriotism." In this
beautiful memorial the hearts of our
young people will be touched by its holy
inspiration; they will grow more kindly,
more reverent, more loyal to home, country and God; in their lives will be perU. S. GRANT.
petuated those manly virtues that make
the grand passion of patriotism; and thus enshrining in human
hearts will be the more beautiful and enauring memorial that Vermont
gives to her patriots.
Very sincerely yours,

vvALTER E.
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RANGER,

St:perintendent of Education.

LETTERS OF DEPARTMENT COMMANDERS, 0. A. R.
HEAOQUAR'tERS
DEPARTMENT OF

VERMONT,

G. A. R.

To Teachers 011d Pnpils of the Public Schools :
Since being asked to say a word to you in connection with the
coming Memorial Day, one thought has been prominent in my mind,
viz., the great power for promotion of love of country which is lodged
ia the schools. The home may hold first rank in the domain of religion
and morals, but the scho'))S rank first, in my judgment, in the inculcation of patriotism, which is the most important and far-reaching of the
national virtues. The teaching of this virtue by teachers and the learning it by pupils is not secondary to other duties in the schools, and I
trust that proper time will be devoted to it.

Yours very truly,
Burlington, Vt., May

I,

1901.

URBAN A.

WOODBURY,

Commander.

Forty years have elapsed since the commencement of the mighty conflict which resulted in the preser vation of the Un ion. This happy
result made possible the tremendous progress of our country in wealth,
population, education and religion from 1865 to the dawn of a new
century, which now finds us one of the acknowledged great powers of
the world with immense capacity for good among the nations of the
earth. This present condition of our country is due to the valiant services and heroic sacrifices of the members of the U nion Army. living
and dead, from 1861 to 1865, in consequence of which for more than a
generation, millions of people have enjoyed the high privilege of citizenship in one of the best and most enlightened nations of the world.
From General Order, No. 9, of Com111ander f.Voodbu.ry, 1901.
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HEADQUARTERS
DEPARTME1'T OF VERMONT,
C. A. R.

To Teachers aud P11pi/s of Public Schools :
The Superintendent of Education has asked me to say a word on
th e subject of patriotic instruction. The subject is one to be treated
briefly, which method I prefer, or fully and in detail.
\Vhen the Legislature provided that "the last half day's session before Memorial Day shall be devoted to exercises commemorative of the
history of this Nation during the War of the Rebellion and to patriotic
instruction in the principles of liberty and the equal rights of man,"
it certainly builded well. If, howeyer, it was expected that such instruction alone was destined to make real patriots of the present generation of school children and of those to follow, I greatly fear the Ycry
worthy expectation will hardly be realized.
Patriots are rarely made on order, or at once, or by one occasion in
each year. Patriotism is a subtile thing, partly inborn, and feeds upon
what the child feeds, grows with his growth, little by little, getting
something from object lessons. like ;:viemorial Day. more from teachings at home, but most from proper teach ing at school and reaches
fruition as the child reaches manhood.
To a large extent, then, the responsibility for patriotic instruction
rests with the home and with the school. Jf each shares the burden
and does its part well, the future will have no reason to complain.
Very truly yours,
J OEL H . LUCIA, Commander.
Montpelier, April 15, 1902.
HEADQUARTERS
DlsPAR'l'ME:-1'1' OF Vt:RMONT,
C. A. R.

To Teachers and Pupils of Vermont Schools :
The future of th is nation depends largely upon the public schools
of to-day. The students now attending school will soon take our
places, and help shape the destiny of this g reat and glorious nation,
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which to perpetuate and sustain has cost so much of blood and treasure. Therefore, it is the duty of every American citizen to use his
best endeavors to instill into th e minds of the rising generation that
love of country and that patriotic fidelity which shall be the guiding
star to the future man or woman.·
The teachers of our public schools can hardly realize the influence
they have in shaping the coming life of those placed under their charge
for instruction, and the maxim, "as the twig is bent the tree is inclined," is no more fully verified than in th is case. They have taken up
a noble work and, if they perform their foll duty, their reward cannot
be too great. It is under their instruction that the student gains knowledge, which is the great power of the world. It is under their instruction that they are taught that which fits them for their duties in after
life, and under their instruction they should be taught that love of
country, that reverence for the old flag and that loyalty and patriotism
which will make them true American citizens.
I would impress upon the minds of all the fact that this country
excels all others, and that its free institutions have no pa rallel in the
world's history. A government that guarantees equal rights and liberty
to all! A flag, the emblem of freedom and unity, respected by all
nations of the earth!
No crowned monarch, with despotic hand, rules over this g reat
nation, but the rulers are from the people and their servants. No
titled name, no rank from royal blood, or wealth, is a stepping stone
to honor and renown; but each school boy, no matter what his station
in life has an equal right to aspire to the h ighest position in the gift
of a free people. Many of our best and greatest men have risen from
th e humblest beginning to honor and fame, and their names stand forth
on the pages of history as Ii ving examples for others to follow.
Thus it is, boys, your future lies before you. If you will succeed
in life, you must be true to yourseh-es, true to your country, and true
to your God. W ith fixed purpose, be diligent, be determined, and your
efforts will be crowned with success.
FRANK K EKFI ELD,

Morrisville, April 13, 1903.
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Commander.

HEADQUARTERS
Df.PARTMENT OF VERMONT,
G.

A . R.

To Teache,·s and Pupils of P1iblic Schools :
I am invited, as commander of the Department of Vermont. G. A. R.,
to give a message to the children and youth of the State in connection
with the observance of special Memorial Day in schools.
The nature of the subject on which I am asked to write should
be in consonance with the object for which special Memorial Days are
observed in schools. Patriotism. love of one·s country. is the object
sought in these observances.
First, let me say, that the teachers who are laboring so earnestly
and enthusiastically to educate the children and youth of our country
in patriotism and loyalty to our institutions, are serving their country
no less, save in degree, than those of us who wore the blue from '61 to
'65.
It is said that when the Athenians were fortifying their city against
invaders, the whole population labored unremittingly in building the
walls; men and women tasked their strength to the uttermost. E,·en the
children were brought into sen-ice and taught to help in the patriotic
work. Nothing was too small to be used. Anyth ing. e,·erything that
possessed the quality of permanence and durability was hurried to the
builders. Pebbles from the street, bits of metal, pieces of pottery, all
were eagerly sought to be used for the general good. In an incredibly
short time a bulwark was builded around Athens that defied the assaults
of enemies.
Patriotic instruction as imparted to youth by dernted teachers in
the schools of our commonwealth makes one of three score wish to be
a child again. To memorize the National hymns, and to sing them bentath the folds of the stars and stripes; to celebrate the patriotic days
by the use of special pictures, talks and recitations; to observe the anniversaries of battles and the notable deeds of their heroes; to participate
in the exercises of Special-Memorial Day, instituted to the honor and
glory of the veterans of the Civil War, is the patriotic work given to
the children and youth o f to-day to strengthen the defences of thei r
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country. Thus they bring gratitude, aspiration, hero worsh ip, noble self
sacrifice, aid devotion to duty, cementing all into one enduring wall of
security- LOVE FOR NATIVE LAND.
":i\lemorial Day is the most effective and imp1·essivc of these object
lessons in patriotism. It is the occasion when e,·erything else is set
aside to give the highest honor to those who died that the Nation might
live. It is the day when we teach, by the utmost force of precept and
example, that though a man may have wealth, eloquence, learning and
long pedigree, that unless he has patriotism he is but as empty brass
and tinkling cymbals. 'We then impress upon the rising generation
and the whole people that there is nothing in life so noble, so praiseworthy, so glorious as to sacrifice oneself upon the altar of the co1111try
for the benefit of all mankind.
Therefore, let us give to :Memorial Day e,·ery respect and sanctity.
Let us make of it a National Sabbath, so reverently observed, so full
of profound meaning to every heart, so overflowing with loving honor
to those who bore the heat and burden of the Nation's battles, that not
only our own people will be deeply impressed, but the whole world will
be profoundly moved by a sense of the dignity and grandeur of American citizensh ip."
Then pledge, my young friends, allegiance to the flag and to the
Republic for which it stands. One Nation indivisible, with liberty and
justice to all.
Very sincerely yours,
S. H. 'iVooo, Commander.
St. Albans, March II, 1905.

PATRIOTIC SENTIMENTS Of VERMONTERS.
I Contl'ibuted in response to a special request of the Superintendent of 1,;aucation as a message to the children ancl youth of om· schools. I n,·itatlons fo,·
like connl butions were seat to others holding high official or public positions.]

To live in a State like Vermont, with its history of loyalty, courage and self-sacr ifice, is a birthright one should prize highly. 'l'h e
children of to-day are the cit izen s of t o-morrow. Tbf! same loyalty
d isplayed by her soldiers defending her flag and the honor and rights
of her citizens, should be d isplayed by h er students in defence or her
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public institutions and public pr op~1·ty of every nature over whicl:t
floats the Star s and Stripes, ther eby educating the boy and girl of today, when they tak<.' in charge the worl, of citizens, to guard car efully and honestly every public trnst.
Loyalty to the best intn·ests anrl success of our homes, our scllools,
our laws and our industries, is as necessary for the student as for
tbe children of an older growth.
-

llo·n . Oharlr-• J. lie//. aorer11or of Vennont.

J]a•t Jlc11"tl1cid·, l't ... l f)ril 8 • .190.;.

For a sentiment, I offer the following quotation. good not only for
our school children, but also for us older children : ··If we would
strengthen our country, we should cultivate a love for it in the hea rts
oi our children and neighbors ; and their lo,·e for ci,·il institutions, for
a land. for a flag, if they are worthy and great. and have a glorious
history, is widened and deepened by a fuller knowledge of them."'
Jo1m$01', Vt., Jta,·ch 6. 190.;.

- Jfon. Ch<tl"IP.s 11. Strcu·110, Lic-uteua·n t-Goren10,·.

Vermont has a splendid history which is the pride and inspi ration
of all her people. It is everywhere recognized that her pre-eminence,
both in peace and in war, is altogether in excess of he1· circumscribed
boundar ies and her mountainous terr itory.
The welfare of the State requi res that we should never fo rget the
true sou rce of her greatness. For in all the days of the years of her
statehood, distinction has been achieved solely by the character and
conduct of her men who knew their duty and had the cou rage to do it.
-Ho11. William ir. SticT,uey.

L1allotr, .l'vril -~O. 1903.

The lesson of this day is one of sacrifice.
"What ou r fathers through much suffering ach ieved, the sons
through greater suffering preserved. And it rests with their descendants, though it may be through even severer trial, to transmit unimpai red to the latest generation the priceless heritage. The youth of
America of this time and of all the future hold in their keeping the best
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hope of humanity, to be wrought out to its fullest fruition in the Jong
reach of the ages.
The teacher can perform no higher ser vice than to instil and inspire the mind of his pupil with the deepest and most earnest appreciation of this sublime truth.
-lion. John G. ~toouuouun.

/Jent1i11glo11, Ma.-oh 80, 19()3.

It presages good to the future of the American Republic that the
lesson taught by the patriotic devotion of the American soldier to duty,
to country and the establishment
of liberty under law is constantly
brought before the youth of to-day,
to serve as an impetus to deeds of
like grandeur should the time ever
come to require like sacrifices.
To the young man and the young
woman, to the boys and girls of our
brave little commonwealth, is soon
to be committed Vermont's future
and the lessons of to-day' teach you
to emulate the heroic virtues of
those who died and those who
fought and of those who, no less
heroically, in the desolated homes
G1:,.1,nAL Gi,onm;: J. STANNARD.
bore the unutterable anguish of the
parting, that a nation might live. A strong, sturdy, God-fearing manhood-earnest and strenuous to attain the perfection of high ideals;
a pure, tender and in:;piring womanhood to teach, as nothing else can
teach, the true life of devotion to truth and right-if these are attained in the future-and they will be if the lessons of to-day are remembered-then the lives of those who met death on the battlefield
were not wantonly sacrificed, "and the government of the people, by
the people, and for the people, shall not perish from the earth."
Vermont's record in the past is grand history. \lo/hat it shall be
in the future depends on the young of to-day.
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"l'ben forwai·d tbe State that was tirst In the figbt,
""hen Allen and Warner were here,
1t will not be tbe last to strike !or tbe rlgbt,
It wlll never be found in tbe rea1·."

-Hon. Zed s. Stanton.

illontpeHe,·, Ma,·ch 23, 1903.

Patriotism means sacrifice and devotion. Sacrifice of ourselves for
the good of the State, devotion to that State as symbolizing the protecting force which grants the largest possible good to the greatest number.
Memorial Day nationalizes these two great qualities for its observance brings into bold relief the supreme surrender of the soldier
for the preservation of the ideal of the patriot-an undi\"ided nation.
May the boys and girls of Vermont cherish the courage which
springs from sacrifice, the devotion which exalts endeavor.
-Ron. Frederick 0. Fleetwoo<l, Secreta>'y of State.
Mo,-,isvme, March 20, 19QS.

The citizen should do his duty in time of peace, m the same spirit
that he would do it in time of war.
-D,·. Allan D. B,·own.

No,·th{leld, A.p,·-it 8, 190/t.

Let the liberties transmitted by the fathers be perpetuated by their
children, and let the glory of the past be crowned with the fruition of
the future.
-Hon. John W . Rowell, Ohief Juclge of the Supreme Oourt.
Randolph, Ap,·il 8, 1902.

I give you the following sentiment from "William E . Channing:
"Let us remember that there is no foundation of public liberty but public virtue; that there is no method of obtaining God's protection but
by adherence to his laws." And I also offer a noble sentiment from
Tennyson:
"Self-r everence, seJf-knowledge, selt: cont1·01,

These tbrec alone lead life to sovereign power ;
Yet not for power, power of herself
Would come uncalled for, but to live by law,
Acting tbe law we Jive by without rear;
And, because 1·Igbt Is right, to follow rigbt
\Yet·e wisdom In the scorn of consequence."
-Ilon. James JI. 'l'yier, Judye of tlie Sup,·eme Com·t.

Bt·a,ttlebom, Apt'il 14, 19Q~.
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,I EMORI.\L UAY.

This is the Sabbath of patriotism. He who has thought to utter
abo,·e the common pitch. -a duty to urge too stern and lofty for our
daily mood, let him speak to-day and keep nothing back; for to-day all
hearts arc touched. life itself is idealized, the ,·ery air is charged with
]1erois111 and burns with aspiration towards all that man can do for man.
St. Jo/111sbt11"/I, Jlarcll 2S, 1902.

\ -Ho11. Wendell I'. 8tar,o,·a.

The foundation principles of liberty and the equal rights of man,
are elevated, high minded, incorruptible manhood and wo111a.11hood.
Emphasize these. They are more than wealth or commerce. They a re unpurchasable and stable. They confer equal rights upon ail o f whatever
station ; upon the poorest as well as upon the most wealthy. \ 1Vealth and
-commerce may perish. If these abide the nation lives. Its homes will
be happy and free.
SI. Jollnsb1wy, .·\)H"il, 1902.

-Jlon. Joual1wn floss.

\¥hen upon that memorable occasion at Gettysburg Abraham
Lincoln del ivered that most eloquent and patriotic address, h is injunction was not alone to the audience he was addressing, but be placed
the responsibility upon that and upon all succeeding generations. May
that touching tribute and eloquent appeal be read each 1vlemorial Day
i,1 the presence of every pupil of our schools. and may each youth of our
Green 1\/Iountain State take the appeal as a personal one. By so doing
they will become better girls and boys and grow to be better men and
·women.
Proctor, J 1>1·i/ 1. 1902.

-Hon. Fletcher lJ. l'rootor.

It was a noble thought that suggested the observance of a special
Memor ial Day by the school children of our State. If the men whom
the day commemorates could look down from the battlements of that
undiscovered country whither they ha\'e gone, upon the countless memorials placed to their memory, they would be deeply moved by these
expressions of the gratitude of the Nation. But they would be more
profoundly moved could they see the children of the land gathered
year after year to pay homage to their memory. For the granite will

crumble away, the pictured cam·as grow dim. the stately buil dings
decay ; but to be cherished in the memory of ou r youth is to li\'e in
perpetual springtime.
- Hon . Da.-fd .T. Poster, Jf ember of Cong,·ess.
J1 011se of 1/evrc~entot;ves, Waslli1If}101t, M arc// 81. 1902.

The public schools have been established and a re maintained to fit
boys and girls to become American citizens. Such a citizenship implies
intelligence, ed ucation. honor and loyalty. Such a citizensh ip laid th e
foundat ions of our nati on now so gr eat among the nations of the world.
Such a citizenship has preserved it in all its integrity in every time of
peril. Such a citizenship has in its futu re g reat privileges, marvellous
opportunities and noble obligations. i\Iay it be yours to enj oy, to achie\'e
and to serve.
waslli11gto11, A 'pr-il 5. 1902.

- Hon. W. I'. DilUnglla,n, l". S. Senator.

The youth a re in no way adding more lustre to th eir nation's flag
than by each one making the most of himself. The influence of one
independent, wholesome individual is immeasurably more than that of
many of the careless, indifferent type. If true to himself, he will as a
matter of course be watchful of the larger inter ests of his country. I t is
a most encouraging outlook when the young people are earnestly, as
they are, educating themseh·es to assume ine,·itable and often unexpected duties. It is upon the efforts and example of such men and
women that the future welfare of our country must depend.
1vaslli11gtoi., Avril c, 1902.

-llo1~. Redfield Pt'OCIOl', Cl.

s.

Senator.

:i\filitary glory is not the highest glory. It is because the Green
i\[ountain bayonets in the \Var for the Union were thinking bayonets :
because the courage of the men who carried them was not brute courage but manly cou rage : because its underlying pu rpose was de,·otion
to duty, that their sen·ice is \\'Orthy to be commemorated. And the
example of the men in blue who for four terrible years stood as a li,·ing wall to shield the republic from those who would destroy it. should
be cherished in order that it may commend to th e generations which
h,•\'e followed and are to fol low them. the noble virtue of patriotism.
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at whose root lies the e1111obling principle of self-sacrifice for the good
of men, honored both on earth and in Heaven.
-Hon. G. G. Benedict, St<,tc JJUitary His'lo••ian.
Bu.r1iugto11, Jfarch 26, 1902.

Patriotism has two sides. On one side is independence, which
looks out defiantly on the world and says, "whoever would rob me of
my rights or inj ure my country will find in me an enemy." On the
other side is loyalty, whiclr says,
"I owe my country love and sen·ice,
and in whatever way and at whate\·er time my country calls for that
service, I will lovingly give it."
The first is the more primitive and
the easier virtue. It is self-loYe
looking outward. It is the spirit
which defends hearth and home,
land, liberty, religion. The early
Vermonters had this virtue of independence in a marked degree, and
the world has awarded them praise
for what they did under its inspiration. The history of the State as
GEXERAL WILLIA>! WELLS.
read by the young and taught in the
schools has inculcated and nourished a spiri t of sturdy independence
which has come to be recognized as a characteristic of Vermonters.
But the spirit of loyalty manifested in r86r and the following years
was a still nobler spirit. It was a spirit of self-sacrifice for the good
of the whole coumry. It was the consecration of life to the maintenance
of the rights and interests of others, and of all. It was one of the
finest exhibitions of true and lofty patriotism recorded in history. The
Vermont character needed this element to fill out its greatness. Vermont histo ry needed this chapter to make its r ecord complete both as
a memorial of the past and as a stimulus to future generations. The
youth who would be true to the spirit and the traditions of Vermont
patriotism must cherish not only the spirit of independence but the spirit
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of loyalty- must learn to regard not only their rights but their dutiesmust find their pride and their satisfaction in the welfare and progress
of the community, the State and the Nation.
-Dt·. JI. H. B11ck11a,n, PreB·i dent of the Uti•h ;ersity of Vcrm.01't,
B11t'U71{Jton, April f, 190't.

flt will be of special Interest for rile school chi ld ren of tbe State to know
tbat one of Yennont·s War Governors is still living in Brattleboro. Tbe Hon.
~'rederick IIolbrook. wbo was governo,· in 1861-3. was bo1·n In East Windsor.
Conn., Feb. 15, 1813, and is, therefore, ninety-two years ol<l. 'l'hese facts gl1•e
special significance to the message that he sencls to the coming citizens or the
State be bas so ably and honorably senecl.J

It is of lasting importance to the young that early in life they
learn the lesson of respect for and obedience to orders, rules and regulations. Not to have learned this Jesson when young often proves a bane
in later life, tending to complications
and difficulties that would perhaps
not have arisen, had the good lesson
been early learned.
Patriotism is an hereditary inheritance of the sons and daughters of Vermont,-supplemented and strengthened
by early training, and by the sublime
and beautiful aspects of Nature and the
pure, invigorating air of the green hills
of Vermont.
Many of these sons and daughters
Fn&DERICK 8OLBnOOK,
emigrated to other sections of our
Governor, 1861-63.
country, particularly to the newer
Western States, where they became leading and important factors in
moulding the laws, institutions. and general public affairs of a younger
State.
Vermonters are put forward everywhere they go, making their
impress wherever settled. Then how much the home action of Vermonters in their native State, though small in geographical extent and
in population as it is, and their methods and opinions in public an.cl
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·ational affairs. attract the attention and inAuence the action of the
people in other States. especially in respect to public and National
affairs. There is with Vermonters a steadfastness in sustaining professed principles in public and National affairs, that exerts a rather
wide and remarkable influence in other Stales of the Union.
I fow staunch and true Vermont was lo the presen·ation of the
);°ational Go,·ernment and Union in the long and fierce struggle of our
late Ci\'il \Var ! Vermont sent something over ten per cent. of her population to the war. reckoning both sexes and all ages in enumerating the
sum total of population. Every Regiment and independent Company.
including the five Regiments under the last call for nine months militia
o ,· drafted men, sent from Vermont. were Vo/1111/eers, which, in regard
to these last five Regiments, was the only case. in any State, under that
last call.
.\t the opening of the Session of the General Assembly of Vermont, in October, 1861. the Governor offered to it the suggestion that
one-half of the expenses to be incurred in prosecuting Vermont's part
in the Civil vVar, be '·paid as we go," by direct taxat ion ;-the other
half to be deri,•ed from the issuance and sale of State bonds, payable
at a convenient future time. by our successors. inasmuch as the sacrifices occasioned by the war were even more for their benefit than for
ours. 'l'he suggestion met the appro\'al of the Legislature, and was embodied in an Act, at once passed, The result was, that when the war
ended, tl,e i.•ar debt of Ver111011/ ,,•as less, iu proporliou lo pofmlatio11 a11d
me11 a11d mea,is f11ruisl,ed, tha11 //,at of a11y otl,er Stair; a11d Vermo11t's
war deb/ ;vas the first war drbt paid off i11 /111/ by a11y State. And this,
too, notwithstanding that Vcr111011l paid her soldi ers seven dollars per
month. in addition to their monthly pay by the general Go,·ernment. This
State pay was of much help to the families of enlisted men. dependent
on their earnings for support while the men were awny in the military
se rvice of thei r country.
The Vermont soldiers, for sturdv courage. endurance. and steadiness
under tire. were but rarely equalled, and were not excelled by those
from any other State, They were always put in the front of the fray,
whcnc,·er engaged in battle. They proved themselves worthy descendants
of the Green Mountain Boys of old : and that the race has not dcgen-
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erated, but is now, as of old, to be relied upon in any and every
emergency. And what respectable and useful citizens these veterans
of the war have proved themselves to be, since the return of peace and
prosperity,-filling, as many of them have, and still do, important positions of public trust and usefulness. All honor and blessings for these
bra,·e and noble veterans!
\,Veil may they now exclaim with the poet:

··o Beautiful! my Country! o urs once mo,·e !
'\\' hat voice dl,-lne of lover 01· of poet
Could tell our love and make thee know It ,
Among the Nations, bright be~•ond compare·!
'\\·hat were our lives without thee ·!
What a ll out· lives to save thee?
"·e ,·eek not wbat we gave tbee;
'l\'e will not da.re to doubt thee;
But ask whatever else. and we wlll dare!"
'--Hon. Frederi-Ok Hotb.-ook.

BrMlleboro, Mo•·oh f l, 1908.

Until the coming of that blessed K ingdom when "the wolf shall
dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid and
the calf and the young lion and the fatling together, and a little child
shall lead them," human life, whether individual or collective, must be
a conflict, and its achievements the results of toils, trials, fortitude
and faith. The discioline of adversity. rather than the softer influences of prosperity, gives character and power to a people. As the
most precious perfumes exhale thei r choicest fragrance when incensed
or crushed, so a people, chastened by adversity, develop their finer
and nobler qualities, acqui re fortitude to bear with lofty cheer the trials
by which themselves and their institutions a re proved, and energy to
surmount difficulties and triumph over evil. It was through dangers and
difficulties that our fathers fi rst made a lodgment on the shores of
New England, and amid discouragements, privations and sorrows which
would have overwhelmed the spirits and shaken the faith of other men,
that they instituted and obsen·ed a day of Public Thanksgiving aml
Praise.
Especially let ou r Thanksgivings be expressed, that at the first
note o f alarm, the loyal American people of all professions, pursuits,
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parties and op1ruons, so spontaneously rallied in defence of our beautiful and beloved country, as to give assurance that, with the blessing
of Pro\·idence, they will emerge from the struggle bringing their institutions with them, firmly established, and standing before the world a
full demonstration of the power and stability of free government.
Let the fervent prayer arise for wisdom and virtue to guide us in
this momentous period, that we may acquit ourselves as becomes a
people so fa,·ored by ancestry and God. And though in our thanksgivings at this time, there may be less of carol than of solemn sound,
yet if thinking of father, husband, brother or son, now upon the tented
field. or in the soldier's grave, let us remember that it is noble to battle
or die for country; and if affection must drop a tear to the memory
of the departed, let us also give thanks for their unselfi~h endeavors and
heroic death in a grand and righteous cause.
-F,·om Govcn,or Holbrook's Thcmksgii;ino Proclamation in l SGI.

VERMONT IN THE CIVIL WAR
(Comp!Jed chlcOy from Benedict's Vc,.mont in the Ctvli War.)

No colors of Vermont troops were yielded in action.
Vermont sent to the war one man for every ten of its population.
Vermont was credited with more than thirty-five thousand enlistments.
At the close of the war Vermont stood credited with fifteen hundred men over her quotas under all calls.
Out of a total enrollment of thirty-seven thousand men liable to do
military duty, Vermont stood credited with nearly thirty-four thousand volunteers.
The troops of no other state took more rebel colors in battle, in
proportion to their total numbers, than the troops of Vermont.
Vermont had a larger per cent of her sons killed in battle than
any other northern state, and gave to the cause of the Union a larger
per cent of li,·es lost from all causes than any other state.
A Vermont regiment was the first to throw up the sacred soil of
Virginia.
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Vermont troops made the first assault upon a Confederate fortification.
Vermonters fought in nearly every battle waged by the Army of the
Potomac.
"In the turning point of the turning struggle on the red and slippery slopes of Gettysburg, in the dark jungle of the Wilderness, and in
the final piercing of the defences of Richmond, Vermont troops took a
decisive part."
"Vermonters led the blue column which bore the stars and stripes
th rough the blazing streets of the Confederate Capitol, in the closing
scenes of the bloody drama, and Vermont soldiers were in motion upon
the last charge of the war, at Appomattox, when it was arrested by the
su rrender of Lee."
Three months before the firing upon Fort Sumter, Governor
Fairbanks of Vermont, fearing the design of the Secessionists to
seize upon the National Capitol,
took council with the governors of
the Northern States regarding the
wisdom of making a "demonstration on the part of the Free States
assuring the General Government
of their united co-operation in
putting down rebellion and sustaining the Constitution and the dignity of the United States Government."
He promptly authorized
the Vermont Senators to inform
President Buchanan that he stood
ready to respond to any requisition
of troops, by calling into service
the uniformed militia of the State,
ERASTUS FAIRBANKS,
Governot· 1860-61.
and by accepting the services of volunteers to any extent needed.
In response to a proclamation of Governor Fairbanks, the General
Assembly convened in extra session on April 23, 1861, eleven days after
tht: cannon's roar from Charleston Harbor broke the silence of peace.
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W1:thi11 twenty-four hours a bill appropriating one million dollars had
passed both Houses by w1an-i111011s votes. The New York World said

ia its issue of April 28, 186r:

"Vermont has a population of but about

300,000, mostly farmers, and yet has made an appropriation of $r,ooo,-

ooo to aid in maintaining the stars and stripes. Many have done nobly;
but none, resources considered, have equalled this."
W ake! Soos or Y ermout !
\Yake to the sounds of drum aucl

nre,

,Yal,e to the. chal'ms of a solcller·s life,
Wake a nd be ready. ready for the strife,
''l'ls God ancl your coun try ca lls.
:'\ow bas the time of need come oigb,
P roudly Is floating Olli' !Htg Oil hlgll .
Low in the dust it shall neve,· lie,
'l?bougb Lile rnbel host appals.
-

/·'mm. Gne11 Jfou·nto!n Poets.

TRIBUTES TO VERN£ONT SOLDIERS.
"Put the Vermonters ahead and keep the column well closed up."

-Gencrn/. Sedgwick.

"There isn't another brigade in the whole army that would have
done it."
-Gen . B1·ooi·s afte,· the clia,·ge of the v,w111ont Br·i{J<Ule at P'u11kstow11.

"We encountered a perfect hornet's nest of sharpshooters."
-Confe<lernte officer ,·efe>'l'ing to Vc1·m.ont sha,·pslloote,·s in ,·eport of act·iOli at
(Jett y.fl>!wg.

"I want your Vermont regiments, all of them, I have not forgotten
the Vermont men on the N iagara frontier. No; I remember the Vermont me11 in the war of

1812. -Oenerai

Scott ii~

18/Jl.

"I h;ive never commanded troops in whom I had more confidence
than I had in the Vermont t roops, and I do not know but I can say
that I neYer commanded troops in whom I had as much confidence as
those of this gallant State."- Qe11e1·al s11e,·id<m at jJ.[ontveuer.
'·No body of tr6ops in or out of the old Sixth Corps had a better
record. No body of troops in or out of the Army of the Potomac made
their record more gallantly, sustained it more heroically or wore their
honors more modestly. The Vermont brigade were the model and type
of the volunteer soldier.'' - Oc11cmi JlcJfallon.
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"Jn your hands, supported by these troops, 1 feel that th is flag
will neYer be dishonored, nor the State of Vermont disgraced. I ~harge
you to remember that this Aag represents but one star in that other
flag, which I now present, bearing the national emblem, the stars and
stripes. Vermont claims no separate nationality. Her citizens, ever
loyal to the Union and Constitution, will rally in their strength for the
preservation of the National Government and the honor of our country's
flag."

-Go,;enw,· l•'<iirban~·s, J)rcs,mtiny the colors to th e Fil·.;t

R,l'yimcnl <1/

llutlan(/,

Moy 8, 1 61.

··The strong, sturdy looks of the men and their ability to withstand
hardsh ips were obsen·ed by al l. Each man bore hi mself like a t rue
soldier and gentleman. V•le understand that there are one hund re<i
graduates of colleges 111 the ranks, besides many men of large business
interests and wealth in the State."
- '!'he 2',·oy 'l'hnes on the Ji'irst Vermont neyt111 ent.

''But the crowning glory of the
regiment is its moral power. It
has no mere machines. Its men

a re n1en."
- '!'he ~Yew 1'01·1.; H'orl<l on Ili c sc11ne.

,J. G HEGOllY

8,11TB,

Governor 1863-65.

·'It is an interesting study to
move about among those g roups of
stalwart, kingly, yet modest menevery mother's son every inch a
man.
More formidable
troops
fought not with Allen, or Stark or
Cromwell. They are of the Cromwell ian sort, who 'make some conscience of what they do.' But one
profane oath reached ou r ears in
several hours spent among them."
-The New Yori, S1111 0,1 Vermont frOO />B.

"Aad so here, at the dedication of a monument to The Old Brigade.
what can I say? Its history is the history of Vermont during the war,
made up not by the books its has written, but by the deeds it wrought.
Its character is shown in the thinned ranks of its survivors, and in
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the n umber of its dead on its battlefields. * * * Vermont had eighteen
regiments in the sen·ice. The roll of her killed in battle is se,·enteen
hundred and three. Of this number nine hundred and seventy-eight
were of The Old Brigade."- Col. Seaver a.t Gettysburg, Oct. 9. 1889.
"In front of Round Top the First Vermont Cavalry followed t he
heroic F arnsworth ' in that reckless, but gallant charge upon the lines
of Law's infantr y brigade; a charge as certainly into the jaws of death
as that of the cavalry at Balaklava. * * * The descendants of Allen
and Warner and the other heroes who held our mountain fastnesses in
the stor my days of the revolution, made on this field one of the g randest pages of American history.''- Col. Yeazey at IJettpsbtw{I, Oct. 9. 1889.
"The contest here waged was between the spirit of freedom and the
spi rit of oppression, and the success o f a century o f effort in the cause
of h uman rights depended in a large measu re upon its results. In it
the sons of Vermont had a conspicuous part and contributed in a signal degree to the glorious result. Inheriting the courage of those who
fought with Allen and Warner, possessing the i ntense love of liberty that
has been the heritage of our people, representing a State that in its
birth was dedicated to freedom and whose history was an inspiration
to high pu rposes and heroic deeds, and believing that the strength and
safety of our free institutions rested in a maintenance of a union between all the States, they were found where the battle was the hottest,
striking blows for liberty, and they saw the opposing host surge back
defeated never again to approach so near the goal of their misguided
ambition."
- Gove.-1101· Dill-ingha11, at tile DedicaU01< of Gettysburg M'onmnent, -tn 1889.

"'To the memory of those of ou r citizens who fell here in the critical
battle of the war, of those who fell on the other fields, of those who
perished in the line of duty anywhere, and lo the honor of those who
still surviYe the great contest, our stu rdy and steadfast St.ate erects this
shaft, formed from the granite of her own Green ilountains and surmounted by the bronze image of one of her heroic sons who commanded her t roops on this field. Long may it stand secu re, with its associated monuments, not only as a memorial of heroic deeds for liberty and
justice and true republican government, but as an inspiration to us and
to all who shall come after us in future time. to devote themselves,
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against whatever temptations and in spite of whatever peril or ad\·ersity,
to the defence and extension of liberty, justice and equal rights among
men. Thus there will be always for ou r country-and we may hope 111
the not far future for every other-a career whose ways are ways of
pleasantness and all whose paths are peace."
-Senator E<l1nunds at tlle Dedication of Gettysburg Jlonmncnts.

''Oh, the story shall be told

un t i! the earth Itself ls old:

How from mountains and f1•om glen
:\lore than thrice ten thousand men
Heard the challenge of t be foe,
Heard the nation's cry of woe.
Heard the summoning to arms,
And tbe battle's loud alarms:
Forth from blossoming fields ther sped
To tbe fields with carnage red :

•

Dauntless with unhurried breatb.
Ma1·checl to clanger and to death.
0 beautiful one, my country,
Thou fait·est daughter of Time,
1'o-day are thine eyes unclouded
In the llgbt of a faith sublime!
Xo thunder of battles appals thee:
From thy foe thou has found release:
From the graves of thy sons steals only
This one soft whisper-'Peace !' ,.
--Ju/.ia 0 . R. Do,-r, in "Gettysba,·g-1863-1899."

GOVERNOR FAIRBANKS' WAR MESSAGE.
We are convinced to-day in view of events of an extraordinary and
\·ery alarming character. The element of disunion which, in a portion
of the United States, for many years, vented itself in threats and
menaces, has culminated in open rebellion; and an unnatural and causeless civil war has been precipitated against the General Government.
Unprincipled and ambitious men have organized a despotism and an
armed force, for the purpose of overthrowing that Government which
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the American people ha,·e formed for themseh·cs, and of destroying
that constitutional frame-work, under which we have enjoyed peace and
prosperity, and, from a small and feeble people. g rown to a rank among
the first nations of the ea rth.
The eno rmity of this rebell ion is heightened by the consideration
that no val id cause exists for it. The history of the civilized world
does not furnish an instance where a revol ution was attempted for such
slight cause. No act of oppression, no attempted or th reatened invasion
of the rights of the revolting states, h as existed, either on the pa rt o f
the General GoYernment, or of the loyal states; but the pri nciple has
been r ecognized and observed. that the ri ght of each and every state to
regulate its domestic institutions, should remain inviolate.* *
Acts o f outrage and dar ing rebellion have been equalled only by
the forbearance of the General Government. Unwilling to pr ecipi tate
a conflict which 11111st inYolve the country in all the calamities of civil
war, the present government of the United States has exhausted every
effor t for peace, and every measure for bringing back to their allegiance
t he disaffected and misguided states. * * *
Such forbearance on •he part of the Government, while it has served
to place the conspi rators iti a moral wrong. is no longer j ustifiable;
and the country hails, with entire unanimity, and with ardent enth usiasm
the decision of the President to call into requisition the whole power of
the nation for , __ ,ipressing the rebellion and repelling threatened aggress ions.
From every part of the country, in all th e loyal states, there is
one united voice for sustaining the Union, the Constitution, and the
integrity of the United States Go,·ernment. All partisan differences
are ignored and lost in the higher principle of patriotism. In this
patriotic enthusiasm, Vermont eminently pa rticipates. Her citizens, always loyal to the Union, will, in the hou r of peril, nobly rally for the
protection of the Government and the Constitution. * * *
It is devoutly to be hoped that the mad ambit ion of the secession
leaders may be restrained, and the impending sanguinary conflict be
anrted. But a hesitating, half-way policy, on the part of the admi nistration of the loyal states, will not avail to produce such a resul t.
The United States Government must be sustained and the rebellion
suppressed, at whatever cost of men and treasure. " * *
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i\Jay that Divine Being, who rules among nations, and directs the
affairs of men, interpose by His merciful Providence, and restore to us
again the blessings of peace, under the aegis of our national constitution.

-F1·01n the Ea;ecuttve .'ld,lress of Gove,··no,· Erastus Faii'bCLnT,s to the Genen,i
.,J ssem111y tu 1861.

"THE CIIlLD OF WAR.''
The splendid service of Vermonters in the Civil \/Var was the fruition
of their past and an earnest of their future. The sons of Vermont are
the heirs of a rich inheritance of military glory. Vermont has been
styled "The Child of \Ivar·' and ' 'The Infant of the Revolution." Her
birth was presaged by the Aowing blood of French at Westminster and
by the cry of Ethan Allen at Ticonderoga. She came into existence
in the gloomy time of war, heralded by the thunder of the storm clouds
and the news of impending battle. She was cradled in the strenuous
resistance to New York and ardent rebellion against Great Britain. At
her christening was pledged, in her name, to the Continental Congress
the serl'ice of "more than five thousand hardy soldiers, capable of bearing arms in the defence of American Liberty." This was almost her
entire lighting population. She redeemed her pledge at Bennington
and on many a field of the Revolution. In the war of 1812 her sons
were on the Niagara frontier, and at the time of the British invasion
in 1814 nearly all her fighting population started for Plattsburgh. Her
sons, too, lie on the battle-fields of Mexico and elsewhere on foreign
soil. The men of '61 and '65 proved themselves worthy o f their noble
parentage. Thei r brilliant achievements were the expression of their
noble manhood, and that manhood was their rightful heritage. They
preserved and enlarged the inheritance received from the fathers, and
transmitted it pure and strong to future so11s of the Green Mountain
State. When the American people, sti rred by the voice of a son of Vermont, were aroused with a great moral purpose to free Cuba, the ready
response of ou r youth to the call to arms again attested the military
spirit and the a rdent patriotism that still lives in the hearts of our people.
Dewey at Manila, and Clark of the "Oregon," called "hill-born heroes
of the sea," in their turn, revealed the power of manhood that is nurtured
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among our g reen hills. And in fa r China, a little while ago, Vermont
gave to the cause of humanity the life of her brave son, Col. Liscum, the
highest officer of the United States to meet death. Let us not forget that
all are but parts of one grand story, whose theme is the essential manhood of Vermont's sons and their patriotic service. And it is this inheritance of sterling manhood, awaiting the youth of the future, that inspires us with the faith that they too will become brave, reverent, libertyloving, law-abiding and God-fearing; and be ready, after the good old
fashion of their sires, to live or to die for their country, their brothermen and their God.- Waite.- B. Ranger.

JELECTIONS ON VERMONT
(Front Green Mountain Poets. )

Vermont! thou fair child of the mountains,
So glorious, so grand and so f r ee ;
As thy evergreens turn to t he sunlight,
So turneth my soul unto thee.
l\ly native land ! In many a dream,
Be11eatb the northern skies,
Amid the purpling clouds, I see
The dar k green mountains rise;
And proudly o'er t he valley sands,
The bright blue wate,·s roll,
Whose music broke. at life's cleat· dawn,
\\'Ith glory on my soul.
love t hee for those hero souls,
Who answered Freedom's call;
love thee for the liberty
Thou c1a1m·dst and gav'st to all ;
love thee for the stalwart arms,
And braver hea,·ts that stand,
A stronger guard than castle walls,
For thee, my native land !
But sweet and beauteous daughters,
And hardy sons of toil
Have a home beside thy waters,
Have a home beside thy wa tet·s,
0, beautiful Lamoille.
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Land of tbe mountains and tbe rock,
Of lofty hill and lowly glen,
Live tbunclerbolts thy mountains mock;
Well clost thou nurse by tempest's shock
rl'hy race of iron men.
Far from the city's crowded mar t,
From '.\Iammou's shrine ancl Fashion's show,
With beaming brow and loving heart,
lo cottage-homes they dwell apart,
Free as the winds that blow.

ETH.A;N ALLEN.
Hurra for old Ethan,
The her o of Tl !
'l'l·hose heart was most dauntless
" ·hen clanger was nigh.
· His sword was nu army,
His presence a host.Who bolder and braver
Can chivalry boast!
The lyre of the poet.
The pen of the sage,
May quicken the spirit,
Enlighten the age.
Still the sword of the hero,
When drawn for the trnth,
Is the pride of the ngect,
The glory of youth.
Old Ethan, we love thee,
Thou valiant and bold;
'.t"hy name shall be spoKen
Where brave deeds are told.
While bright skies bend o·er us,
And pure waters flow,
In tbe name of old Ethan
We'll to victory go.
'l'ben let every freeman,
Remember with joy,
'rhe deeds of olcl l!lthan,
The Green 11.ountalo lloy.
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F.-om mountain nod vallley
Let patr iots c r y,•'Huna for old Ethan,
The hero of T i !"

TRIBUTEJ TO McKINLEY
"It is God's way; His will,

110!

ours, be don.e."-.lfcKi11ley,

The obvious elements wh ich enter into the fame of a public man
are few and by no means recondite. The man who fills a g reat station
in a period of change, who leads his country successfully th rough a
time of crisis; who, by his power of persuading and controlling others,
has been able to command the best thought of his age, so as to leave
his country in a moral or material condition in advance of where he
found it-such a man's position in history is secure. If, in addition
to this, his written or spoken words possess the subtle quality which
<:arry them far and lodge them in men's hear ts; and, more than all,
if his utterances and actions, while informed with a lofty morality, a re
yet tinged with a glow of human sympathy, the fame of such a man
will shine like a beacon through the mists of ages-an object of reverence, of imitation, and of love. It should be to us an occasion of solemn
pride that in the three great crises of our history such a man was
not denied us. The moral value to a nation of a renown such as
\¥ashington's and Lincoln's and McKinley's is beyond all computation.
No loftier ideal can be held up to the emulation of ingenuous youth.
'\¥ith such examples we cannot be wholly ignoble. Grateful as we
may be for what they did, let us be still more grateful for what they
were. vVhile our daily being, our public policies, still feel the influence
of their work, let us pray that in our spirits their lives may be voluble,
calling us upward and onward.
There is not one of us but feels prouder of his native land because
the august figure of Washington presided over its beginnings; no one
but vows it a tenderer love because Lincoln poured out his blood for it :
no one but must feel his devotion for his country renewed and kindled
when he remembers how McKinley loved, revered, and served it, showed
in his life how a citizen should live, and in his last hour taught us how
a gentleman could die.-i'Jecreta,'Y Hay.
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To-day the grave closes over the man who had been chosen by the
people of the United States to represent their sover eignty, to protect
and defend thei r constitution, to faithfully execute the laws made for
thei r welfa re, and to safely uphold the integr ity of the republic.
He passes from the public sight not bearing the wreaths and garlands of his countrymen's approving acclaim, but amid the sobs and
tea rs of a mourning nat ion. The whole nation loved thei r president.
His kindly disposition and affectionate traits, his amiable consideration for all a round him, will long be in the hearts of his countrymen.
F irst in my tho ughts a re the lessons to be learned from th e ca reer
of William McKinley. The man who is uni,·ersally mou rned to-day
was an obedient and affectionate son, patriotic and faithfu l as a soldier, honest and upright as a citizen, tende r and devoted as a husband,
and truth ful , generous, unselfish, moral and clean in eYery relation o f
life.
There is a most serious lesson for all of us in th e t ragedy of ou r
late president's death. If we are to escape further attacks upon ou r
peace and secu ri ty, we must boldly and resolutely g rapple with the
monster of anarchy. It is not a thing that we can safely leave to be
dealt with by party or pa r tisanship. Nothing can guarantee us against
its menace except the teach ing and the practice of the best citizenship.
the exposu re of the ends and aims of the gospel of discontent and
hatred of social order. and the brave enactment and execution of reprcssi,·e laws. By the memory of ou r mar tyred president let us resolve to cultivate and presen·e the qual ities that made him great and
useful. and let us determine to meet the call of patriotic duty 111 every
time of our country"s danger or n eed .-1:J;p-Prcsi£1e11t Olevelanil.

PATRIOTIC OUOTATIONJ
\Vith malice toward none. with charity for all.-Lincoln.
Sail on, 0 Union, strong and great.- Lu11gfellow.
I had rather be r ight than be P resident.-C!ay.
But as for me, give me Liberty or give me death.- Patt-fok
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He;wtJ.

And many an eye has danced to see that banner in the sky.

-Holtnes.

Liberty and Union now and forever, one and inseparable.-Webster.
My living sentiment, Independence now and Independence forever.
-Jonn A'dams.
To be prepared for war is one of the effectual means of preserving
peace.-Washington.

Governments are established that men and women may live in happy
homes.- Haie.
Because God is and reigns, my country is and I am. His life, my
life, and her life are one.-Hale.
The love of country is a part of the love of home, and it is alive
with the love of God.-Hale.
And for your country, boy, and for that flag, never dream a dream
but of serving her, though the service carry you through a thousand hells!
No matter what happens to you,-no matter who flatters or abuses you,never look at another flag, never let a night pass but you pray God to
bless that flag.-Ha!e.
Be just and fear not. Let all the end thou aim'st at be thy country's, thy God's and Truth's.
The God who gave us life, gave us liberty at the same time.
-Jetrerson.
We join ourselves to no party that does not carry the flag and keep
step to the music of the Union.- tJhoate.
Let our object be our country, our whole country, and nothing but
our country.- Webste,·.
God grants liberty only to those who love it, and are always ready to
guard and defend it.Dear a re parents, dear are children, dear are friends and relations;
but all affections to all men are embraced in country alone. - Cicero.
Let us have that faith that right makes might, and in that faith
let us, to the end, dare to do our duty as we understand it.- Lincoln.
Ha\'ing learned to stand by the flag, we may learn to stand by what
the flag symbolizes; to stand up for equal rights, universal freedom,
for justice to all, for a true republic.- Cla,·ke.
Love your country, honor her, live for her,- if necessary, die for her;
but remember that whate\'er you would call right or wrong in another
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country is right and wrong for her and you, and that right and truth and
love to man and allegiance to God are above all patriotism.- Everett.
We want it distinctly understood that there is but one nation here, and
that the American nation. Only the man who can distinguish between
liberty and license is welcome here.- Rev. J.'atller Dal.ton.
Every act of noble sacrifice to the country, every instance of patriotic devotion to her cause has its beneficial influence. A nation's character is the sum of its splendid deeds; they constitute our common
patrimony, the nation's inheritance.- Clay.
The noble nation is before my soul's vision * * * She is, no one
seeing her doubts, the queen, the conqueror, the mistress, the teacher
of coming ages. * * * The nation of the future! Need I name it?
Your hearts quiver in loving it. * * *
".My country, 'tis ot thee,
Sweet land or liberty,
or thee I slng."-Blshop Irelana.

It was in making education not only common to all, but in some sense
compulsory on all, that the destiny of the free republics of America was
practically settled.- Loirw.
The sheet anchor of the ship of state is the common school. Teach,
first and last, Americanism. Let no youth leave the school without
being thoroughly grounded in the history, the principles and the incalculable blessings of American liberty. Let the boys be the trained
soldiers of constitutional freedom, and the girls the intelligent mothers
of freedom. American liberty must be protccted.- ut11ew.
Surely here-here in the homes of the people-is lodged the a rk of
the covenant of my country. Here is its majesty and its strength. Here
the beginning of its power and the end of its responsibility. The home
is the source of our national life. Back of the National Capitol and above
it stands the home. Back of the President and above him stands the
citizen. What the home is, this and nothing else will the Capitol be.
What the citizen wills, this and nothing dse will the President be.
Let our colors lly, boys!
Guard them day and night;

For Victory and Liberty,
For God and the Rlght.- Ftclds.
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- G.-ady.

Let !t float undimmed above,
Till over all our vales sball bloom
Tbe sac1·ed colors tbat we love.- l'Mebe Var11.

•

•

0 land of lands ! to tbee we give
Our prayers, ou1· bopes, our service free;
For tbee tby sons sball nobly live,
And at tby need shall die for thee.- WMttier.

•

•

•

•

•

•

My angel- bis name Is FreedomChoose him to be your king;
Be sbali cut pathways east and west,
And 'fend you with bis wlng.-Eltnerson.

•

•

We know no North, nor South, nor \Yest;
One union binds us all ;
Its stars and stripes are o'er us tlung'Neath them we'll stand or fa!l.-A.non.

•

Our Union ls river, lake, ocean and sky;
11an breaks not the medal, when God cuts the die!
Though darkened with sulphur, though cloven wlt b s teel,
The blue arch will brighten, the waters will heal !-Houi.e&. ·

•

•

•

•

In the beauty of the lilies, Christ was bom a c1·oss t he sea,
With a glory in His bosom, that transfigures you and me;
As He died to make men holy, let us die to make men tree,
Wh!le God Is marcbing on.-Battle Hvfll,fl, of the Republic.

•

•

•

•

•

• Fame was too earnest In her joy,
Too proud of such a son
To let a robe and title
Mask our noble Washington.-Jolm Fiske•

•

•

•

Give every child his right of school,
Merge private greed in public good,
And spare a treasury overfulJ
Tile tax upon a poor man's food.- Whtttier.
Thy safeguard, Liberty.
The school shall ever beOur nation's pride !
No tyrant's band shall smite,
While with encircling might
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,HI here are taugbt tbc Right
With Truth allled.-Smtth .

•

Peace blesses all our happy land,
One 0ag from lake to sea.
Great God ! each loyal heart and band,
An(I Toice Is praising Thee.-Kcnt.

•

•

Flag of the sun that shines to,· all,
Flag of the breeze that blows tor all,
Flag of the sea that 0ows for all,
Flag of the School that stands for an,
Flag of the people, one and all,
llall ! flag of Liberty ! all hall !
llall, glorious :rears to come !-B11tterworth.

IN MEMORIAM
The light that shines from a patriot's grave is a pure and holy
light.- Everett.
Let us scatter over their graves the brightest beauties of life-the
glad tokens of a blessed immortality.- ilfttchell.
There is a shrine in the temple of ages where lies, forever embalmed the memories of such as have deserved we11 of their country
and their race.- Brown..
So long as the glorious flag for which they died waves over our reunited country, will each r ecurring spring see fresh laurels on the graves
of our country's dead.-,hlon.
"Dead on the field of honor!" This is the record of thousands of
unnamed men, whose influence upon their generations is associated
with no personal distinction, but whose sacrifice will lend undying lustre to the nation's archives, and richer capacity to the nation's life.
-0110,f)tn.

By the homely traditions of the fireside, by the headstones in the
churchyard consecrated to those whose forms repose far off in rude
graves, or sleep beneath the sea, embalmed in the memory of succeeding generations of parents and children, the heroic dead will live on in
immortal youth.-Andt·e1cs.
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To-day the nation looks back and thanks God that, in a great crisis,
the children whom it had nurtured in peace and prosperity suddenly
showed the stuff of heroes; they were not ..£raid to dare and to die
when the bugle rang clear across the quiet field. Whenever and however duty called, they answered with their lives. Let the nation thank
God that it still breeds the men who make life great by service and
sacrifice; that time and work and pleasure and wealth have not sapped
the sources of its inward strength; that it still knows how to dare all
and do all in that hour when manhood alone counts and achieves.
-The ouizoo1'.

Strew the fair garlands where slumber the dead,
Ring out the strains like the swell or the sea ;
Heartfelt the tribute we lay on each bed;
Sound o'er the l!rave the refrain or the sea.-.4non•

•

•

Sleep, soldiers I still In honored rest,
Your truth and valor wearing;
The braveat are the tenderest,
The loving arc the darlng.-'.l'aylor.
Whenever Ilonor·s sword Is drawn,
And Justice rears her head,
Where heroes fall and martyrs bleed,
There resta om· Country's dend.-,loraa11 .

•

Sleep, comradea, sleep In calm repose,
Upon Columbia's breast;
For thee with love her bosom glows;
Rest ye, brave heroes, rest !-LJ10ver.

•

So close the Blue and Gray have fought,
So near they lowly lie,
Ood grant, that now their Ille-work wrought,
Their arms are linked on hli:h.-Kent.

•

•

•

A debt we ne'er can pay to them ls justly due,
And, to the nation's latest day,
Our chlldren·s children still shall say,
"They died ror me and you."- .4non.

•

•

There, on the field of battle,
Lies the young warrior, dead,
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Who shall speak In the soldier's honor "I
IIow shall his praise be said?
Cannon, there In the battle,
Thundered the soldier's praise,
Hark ! how the volumed volleys echo
Down through the far-oft' days l
Tears for the grief of a father,
For a mother's anguish, tears ;
But for him that died for his country,
Glory and endless years.- W. D. Howells.

JELECTIONJ
Let reverence of the law be breathed by every mother to the lisping
babe that prattles on her lap; let it be taught in schools, seminaries and
colleges; let it be written in primers, spelling books and almanacs; let it
be preached from pulpits, and proclaimed in legislative halls, and enforced
in courts of justice; in short, let it become the political religion of the
nation.- u ..coZI•.
We did our work as well as we could, and so did thousands of
others. What saved the Union was the coming forward of the young
m en of the nation. They came from their homes and fields, as they
d id in the time of the Revolution. The humblest soldier who carried
a musket is entitled to as much credit as those who were in command.
So long as our young men are animated by this spirit, there will be no
f ear for the Union.- Uly sses s. o-ra..t.
My fellow countrymen of the North, we join in setting apart this
land as .an enduring monument of peace, brotherhood and perpetual
union. I repeat the thought with additional emphasis, with singleness
o f heart and purpose, in the name of a common country, and of universal human liberty; and, by the blood of our fallen brothers, we unite
in the solemn consecration of these hallowed hills, as a holy, eternal
pledge of fidelity to the life, freedom, and unity of this cherished Republic.-Jolm B. Gorao...
Citizenship has its duties as well as its privileges. The first is that
we give our energies and influence to the enactment of just, equal and
beneficent laws. The second is like unto it: that we loyally reverence
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and obey the will of the majority, whether we are of the majority or
not; the Jaw throws the aegis of its protection over us all. There is an
open avenue through the ballot-box for the modification or repeal of
laws that are unjust or oppressive. To the law we bow with _reverence.
It is the one king that commands our allegiance. -Benjamin, Harrison.
There never was a t ime when we had a right to feel prouder of
our country. We take, every ten years, a census of our material advancement. I wish we might take, once in a while, a census of brave
deeds and brave thoughts; a census which would show the progress of
the people of our Republic in heroism, in patriotism, in the instinct of
honor, in the sense of duty. I know that our history at this hour is
full of good hope. * * * There never was a people who, as to the g reat
subjects of public conduct, were actuated by a finer, by a profounder
sense of duty and a clearer sense of justice than the people of the
United States in this generation and at this h our.-George F. Hoa,·.
I am no pessimist as to this Republic. I always bet on sunshine
in America. I know that my country has reached the point of perilous
greatness, and that strange forces not to be measured or comprehended,
are hurrying her to heights that dazzle and blind all mortal eyes, but
I know that beyond the uttermost glory is enthroned the Lord God
Almighty, and that when the hour of her trial has come He will lift up
His everlasting gates and bend down above her in mercy and in love.
For with her He has surely lodged the ark of His covenant with the
sons of men. And the Re'Public will endure. Centralism will be checked
and liberty saved-plutocracy overthrown and equality restored. T he
struggle for human rights never goes backward among English-speaking
people. The t rend of the times is with us.- 11e,wy w. (:J-rad,y,
The wounds left by the great Civil War, incomparably the greatest
of modern times, have healed; and its memories are now priceless
heritages of honor alike to North and South. The devotion, the selfsacrifice, the steadfast resolution and lofty daring, the high devotion
to the right as each man saw it, whether Northerner or Southernerall these men and women of the early sixties now shine luminous and
brilliant before our eyes, while the mists of anger and hatred that once
dimmed them have passed away forever.

All of us, North and South, can glory alike in the valor of the men
who wore the bl ue and of the men who wore the gray. Those were
iron times, and only iron men could fight to its terrible finish the giant
struggle between Grant and Lee. To us of the present day, and to our
children and children's children, the valiant deeds, the high endeavor,
the abnegation of self shown in that struggle by those who took part
therein will remain forevermore to mark the level to which we in our
turn must rise whenever the hour of the nation's need may come.
-P,·esiaent Roosevelt at Oharleston

111,

April, 190f.

"AT MISSION RIDGE."
At the battle of Mission Ridge, General Thomas was watching a
body of troops painfully pushing their way up a steep hill against a
withering fire. Victory seemed impossible, and the general, even he,
that rock of valor and patriotism, exclaimed, "They can't do it! They
will never reach the top." His chief of staff, watching the struggle
with equal quietness, said softly, "Time, time, general; give them time;
and presently the moist eyes of the brave leader saw his soldiers victorious upon the summit. They were American soldiers-so are we.
They were fighting an American battle-so are we. They were climbing
a height-so are we. Give us time, and we, too, shall triumph.
- George William Curtis.

"THE SOLDIERS OF THE REPUBLIC."
The soldiers of the Republic were not seekers after vulgar glory.
They were not animated by the hope of plunder or the love of conquest.
They fought to preserve the blessings of liberty and that their children
might have peace. They were the defenders of humanity, the destroyers of prejudice, the breakers of chains, and in the name of the future
they slew the monster of their time. All honor to the brave! They
kept our country on the map of the world, and our flag in heaven. The
soldiers of the Republic finished what the soldiers of the Revolution
commenced. They relighted the torch that fell from their august hands
and filled the world again with light.
Grander than the Greek, nobler than the Roman, the soldiers of
the Republic, with patriotism as taintless as the air, battled for the
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rights of others; for the nobility of labor; fought that mothers might
own their own babes; that arrogant idleness should not scar the back o f
patient toil; and that our country should not be a many-headed monster
made of warring states, but a nation, sovereign, grand, and free. Blood
was water, money, leaves, and life was common air until one flag
floated over a Republic, without a master and without a slave. The
soldiers of the Union saved the South as well as the North. They
made us a nation. Their victory made us free and rendered tyranny
in every other land as insecure as snow upon volcano lips. They rolled
the stone from the sepulchre of progress, and found therein two angels
clad in shining garments-Nationality and Liberty.- RolJert G. Inoersoll.
GETTYSBURG ADDRESS.
"Fourscore and seven year3 ago our fathers brought forth on this
continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that
nation, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure.
We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that field as the final resting place for those who here
gave their lives that that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and
proper that we should do this.
But in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate,
we can not hallow this ground. T he brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here, have consecrated it far above our poor power to add or
detract. The world will little note nor long remember what \ye say here;
but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us, the living,
rather to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who
fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to
be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us,-that from
these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which
they here gave the last full measure of devotion; that we here highly
resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain; that this nation,
under God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and that government
of the people, by the people, and for the people, shall not perish from
the earth.- Littcoin.
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HE WEARS THE BRONZE BUTTON.
Sometimes in passing along the street I meet a man who, in the
left lapel of his coat, wears a little, plain, modest, unassuming, bronze
button. The coat is often old and rusty; the face above seamed and
furrowed by the toil and suffering of adverse years ; perhaps beside
it hangs an empty sleeve, and below it stumps a wooden peg. But when
I meet the man who wears that button, I doff my hat and stand uncovered in his presence-yea! to me the very dust his weary feet has pressed
is holy ground; for I know that man, in the dark hour of the nation's
peril, bared his breast to the hell of battle to keep the flag of our
country in the Union sky.
May be at Donelson, he reached the inner trench; at Shiloh, held
the broken line; at Chattanoga, climbed the flame-swept hill ; or stormed
the clouds on Lookout Heights. He was not born or bred to soldier
life. His country's summons called him from the pfow, the bench, the
. forge, the loom, the mine, the store, the office, the college, the sanctuar y.
H e did not fight for greed of gold, to find adventure, or to win renown.
He loved the peace of quiet ways; and yet he broke the clasp of clinging
arms, turned from the witching glance of tender eyes, left good-bye
k1sses on tiny lips, to look death in the face on desperate fields. And
when the war was over, he quietly took up the broken threads of love
and life as best he could, a better citizen for having been so good a
soldier.-Jolin M. Thur8t0,i.

THE FIRST MEMORIAL DAY PROCLAMATION.

[llhvtraot fro,n the G. A.. R. Oomm.ander-4n,.OMef ' 8 0 1·de,·, M ay 5, 1868.J

We should guard their graves with sacred vigilance. All that the
consecrated wealth and taste of the nation can add to their adornment
and security is but a fitting tribute to the memory of her slain defenders.
Let n@ wanton foot tread rudely on such hallowed ground; let
pleasant paths invite the coming and going of revered visitors and
fond mourners; let no vandalism of avarice or neglect, no ravages of
time, testify to the present or to the coming generations, that we have
forgotten as a people the cost of a free and undivided republic.
If other eyes grow dull and other hands slack and other hearts
cold in the solemn trust, ours shall keep it well as long as the light
and warmth of life remain to us.
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Let us, then, gather round their sacred remains and garland the
passionless mounds above them with the choicest flowers of springtime; let us raise above them the dear old flag they saved from dishonor; let us in this solemn presence renew our pledges to aid and
assist those whom they have left among us as a sacred charge upon a
nation's gratitude-the soldiers' and sailors' widow and orphan.
--John A.. Looan.
LINCOLN AND THE DYING SOLDIER BOY
One day in May, 1863, while the great war was raging between the
North and the South, President Lincoln paid a visit to one of the military hospitals, says an exchange. He had spoken many cheering words
of sympathy to the wounded as he proceeded through the various wards,
and now he was at the bedside of a Vermont boy of about sixteen years
of age, who lay there mortally wounded.
Taking the dying boy's thin white hands in his own, the President
said in a tender tone: "V,.f ell, my poor boy, what can I do for you?"
The young fellow looked up into the President's kindly face and
asked: "vVon't you write to my mother for me?"
"That I will," answered Mr. Lincoln; and calling for a pen and
ink, and paper, he seated himself by the side of the bed and wrote from
the boy's dictation. It was a long letter, but the President betrayed no
signs of weariness. When it was finished, he rose saying: "I will post
this as soon as I get back to my office."
"Now is there anything else I can do for you?"
The boy looked up appealingly to the President.
"vVon't you stay with me?" he asked. "I do want to hold on to
your hand."
)fr. Lincoln understood the boy's meaning. The appeal was too
strong for him to resist; so he sat down by his side and took hold of
his hand. For two hours the President sat there patiently as though he
had been the boy's father.
When the end came he bent over and folded the boy's thin hands
over his breast. As he did so he burst into tears, and when, soon afterwards, he left the hospital, they were still streaming down his cheeks.
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RE:UE:UBEHING 'l.'HE DEAD.
On the other slde of the stream
That steals by this earthly shore,
I know that our loved ones love us stlll,
Just as they loved of yore.

..

They carry us In their thoughts,
They speak of us when they meet,
And ever and ever the troth of old
Bldes with them warm and sweet.
O patient and constant dead,
Whom so easlly we put by,
Who fade away from our Inmost thoughts
As the stars fade out or the sky !
We put them so far away,
We hide them so deep with God:
We think of t hem snatched to the farthest star
As soon as they're under the sod.
Ah me! It Is pitiful so
Dear lovers, so leal au<J near,
Aye pressing you1· face against the gates
Of our hearts and we wlll not hear !
0 friends, when our saluted dead
Pass over that unseen line,
'!.'bey fly not far, to a foreign land,
They dwell in your land and mine.
A land that no fire can burn,
Xo element sweep away,
The dear long home of immortal love,
God's country and ours fo1· aye!
So draw to them closer there,
As of old tlme, hand In band,
God meant we should walk, through life and death,
In love's immortal land.

•

-James Bttckllam in the 0onyregatio11alis,

•

•

A SOLDIER BOY.
'l.'he man who wears the shoulder straps
And has his sword in hand,
,vho proudly strides a long the front,
Looks good and brave and grand-
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But back there In the ranks somewhere,
Just where I cannot see,
With bls gun upon bis shoulder Is
The soldier boy for me !
The man who wears the shoulder straps
Is handsome, brave and true;
But there are other handsome boys,
And other brave ones, too.
When there are heights that must be won
While bullets 1111 the all~
'Tis not the ofllce1· alone
Who braves the dangers there.
The man who weal's the shoulder straps
Is cheered along the way,
And public honor dulls bis dread
Of falling In the fray ;
But there behind him In the ranks,
And moving !Ike a. part
Of some ma.chine, Is many a. man
Wltb just as brnve a heart.
The man who wears the shoulder straps
Deserves the people's praiser honor and app1aud hlm for
The noble part he plays ;
But, back there In the ranks somewhere,
Stout-hearted, ls be,
Prepared to do and nerved to dareThe soldier boy for me !-8. l!l. Kiser.
OUR S'l'ANDING ARMY.
We have no standing army?
Nay, look around and see!
The man who ploughs the furrow,
The man who fells the tree,
The statesman and the scholarAt the first word of fear
Turn, to tbelr country, breathing
"My mother, I am here !"
Not of a dumb, bllnd people,
Is tbls, our army ma.de ;
Where school house and where steeple
Rave cast tbelr friendly shade.
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Our army grows In knowledge,
As it to manhood grows,
An<I, traloe<I lo scbool nod college.
Stands ready tor Its foes.
Tbe brnwny arms ot gunners
Serve minds ate1·t and keen ;
The sailor's thought bns traveled
To Inods be bas oot. seen.
Not tor tbc joy of killing,
Not tor the lust of strife,
Have these come forth with gladness
To otier np their lite.
Behold our standing armyNot, as In other lands,
An army standing Idle,
With empty minds and bandsBut each one In his station ;
And peaceful victory
Ia training for the nation
Heroes of land and sea.-Margarct Vandegrift.

•

•

DECORATION DAY.
I.

The Eastern wizards, do a wonllrous thing,
Which travelers, bavtog seen, scarce dare to tell:
Dropping a seed In earth, by subtle spell
Of hlllden beat they force the germ to spring
To Instant lite and growth: no ralterlug
'Twixt leaf and flower and fruit; they rise anll swell
To perfect shape and size, na If there fell
Upon them all which seasons bold and bring.
But love tar greater magic shows to-day :
Lifting Its feeble bonds, whl~b can but reach
Tbe bands-breadth up, It stret~hes all the way
From earth to heaven, and, triumphant, eacb
Sweet wilting blossom sets, before It dies,
Full In the sight of smiling angels' eyes.
II.

But, ab! tbe graves which no man names or knows;
Uncounted graves, which never can be found;
Graves of the precious "missing," where no sound
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Of tender weeping wm be heard, where goes
No loving step of kindred. 0, how flows
And yearns our thought to them ! More holy ground
Of gl'aves than this, we say, Is that whose bound
Is secret t!ll eternity disclose
Its sign.
But Nature knows ber wllderness;
The1·e are no "missing" in ber numbered ways.
In her great heart Is no forgetfulness.
Rach grnve she keeps she w!ll adorn, caress.
'\Ve cannot lay such wreaths as Summer Jays,
And all her days a1·e Decoration Days.-HeZen Hunt Jao1'son .

•

•

•

•

APPROPRIATE SONGS.
America; Battle Hymn of the Republic; The Star-Spangled Banner; Angel of Peace; To Thee, 0 Country; The Homeland; Tenting
on the Old Camp Ground; Little Tri-Color in the Grass; Song of the
Volunteers; The Departure of the Regiment; Marching Through
-Georgia; Sweet Home; The Banner of the Union; The Blue and the
Gray; Tramp, Tramp, Tramp ; God Bless Our N ~tive Land; Our Flag
(motion song); The Vacant Chair; Old Kentucky Home; Flag of the
Free; Hail Columbia; The Red, White and Blue; The Star of Freedom; Many Flags in Many Lands; Remembered; See My Soldiers;
·Our F lag (Neidlinger); Patriotic Hymn (Nature Songs for Children);
The Flag (Vannah); The Three Sisters (Child's Garden of Song).
SELECTIONS FOR RECITAL OR READING.
Holmes' The Flower of Liberty; Winthrop's The National Ensign;
Watson's The Wounded Soldier; Jackson's Enemies Meet at Death's
Door; Butterworth's Memorial Day; Winter's The Voice of the Silence;
Thompson's Music in the Camp; Chisholm's The Blue and The Gray;
Holmes' Angel of Peace; Bryant's Our Country's Call; Read's Sheridan's Ride; Finch's The Blue and the Gray; Carleton's Memorial Day;
'Sangster's Our Flag; Whittier's Centennial Hymn; Whittier's Our State;
Independence Bell; Longfellow's Paul Revere's Ride; Holmes' Union
.and Liberty; Wilson's Ticonderoga; Dale's Who Patriots Are; The
Army of Peace and The Flag; Flowers for the Blue and the Gray;
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Blossoms for the Dead; Burns' Bannockburn; Ingersoll's A Vision of
War; Lowell's Commemoration Ode, XI and XII; Lincoln's Address
at Gettysburg; Whittier's The Mantle of St. John de Matha'.

JELECTIONJ AND JONOS FOR THE LITTLE PEOPLE
Tho' I am but a little girl,
I lov-e the soldiers true;
I know how brave they fought, and well,
Those boys who wore the Blue.
bro't some flowers here to-day,
The others bro't som1!, too,
To scatter them above the graves
Of those who wore the Blue.

•

What can we do, who are so small,
Our thankfulness to show
•ro soldiers dear who died for us
So many years ai:;o '!
Why, we can sing and talk of them,
And never once forget
How brave ·and true and good they were,
Who live in mem'ry yet.

•

•

THEl SCHOOLHOUSE FLAG.
When I am on my way to scbool
I always look up high,
To see our flag which looks so bright
Against the dark blue sky.
As It floats upon t he breezes,
It seems to say to me :

"Where I am, there Is honor rouno,
W'here'er I wave, 'tis f ree."
Then, children, let us love tills flag
Which waves o'er us to-day,
The flag for which our ratllers rought
Should honored be alway.
-Wi8C01>$11> Memorial Day Ma11ual.

MANY FLAGS IN MANY LANDS.
First Pupil :

There a,·e many flags In many lands,
There are flags of every hue ;
But there is no flag however grand,
Like our own "Red, White and Blue."
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Second P11pii :
I know where the prettiest colors are.
And I'm sure If I only knew
How to get them here, I could make a llag,
or glorious "Red, White and Blue."
TMra Pupil :

I could cut a piece from an evening sky,
Where the stars were shining through,
Aod use It ju&t as It was on high.
For my stars and field of blue.

Fourtl~ Pupil:

Then l'd want a part of Oeecy cloua.
And some red from a rain-bow bright:
And put them toi:ether side by side,
For my stripes of red and wh Ite.

Fiftl~ Pupil :

We shall always Jove the "Stars and Stripes,"
And we mean to be ever true
To this land of ours and the dear old Oag,
The "Red, the White, and the Blue:•

AU:

Theo hurrah for the tlag, our country's tlag,
Its stripes and white stars. too ;
There Is oo flag In any Jao(I
Like our own .. Red, White and .Blue."

FLAG AND lli!.RCHING SONG.
Hurrah! hurrah! we march along,
With a beautiful flag, as you see,
The flag we love best of all,
The Hai: of our Country so free,
( our Country so tree.)
Look at the stripes of red and white,
And the stars In the sky of blue;
Hurrah ! hurrah ! to our Country's flag,
Forever we'll be true.
-From Sn,o.U Songs for Small Singers; G. Schrimer, N. Y .

•

•
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.MARCHING SONG.
Little soldiers, here are we,
Tramp, tramp, tramp, tramp!
Marching on In happy glee,
'.!.'ramp, tram1>, tramp, tramp :
Keep good time, stand In line,
Watchful all should be.
Now then, order Is the highest rule.
Let every step agree.
They alone fine soldiers make
Who are always wide awake!
March erect, with shouJ(lers back,
Tramp, tramp, tramp, tramp!
Keep right on the forward track,
Tramp, tramp, tramp, tramp !
Back an(I forth, round and round,
Always In gooa time.
We are coming now, with step so light,
To the front, we stand In line.
They alone tine soldiers make
Who are always wide awake!
-From Tlic Etuae; Tlico. Presser, J>hU.

•

PA'l'RIOTIC IIYMN.
For
For
For
We
We

peace and for plenty, for freedom, for rest,
Joy In the Jana, from the east to the west,
the dear starry flag, with Its red, white and blue,
thank Thee from hearts that are tender and true,
thank Thee from hearts that are tender an(I true.

-From Nature Songs for OMlclren; lfiltoti B1·aale11 co., s11nno/leld

•

•

BYYN FOR NATIOXAL HOLIDAY.

Let us sing to Him whose hand
Rules and guards our native land;
Lift our Joyous voices high,
To our Father In the sky.
Let the cheery bells that swing,
And for freedom peal and ring ;
And for nation's peace and wealth,
For our gladness and our health.
-Fro,n Nature Sonos for OMldren.
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SOLDIER BOYS.

( To be given by three little boys bearlng--one a drum, one a flag, and the
third a toy gun. The first two lines may be given by the school, the boy'I
replying.)
Drummer boy, drummer boy, where are you speeding,
Rolling so gaily your bold rataplan ?
Drummer Bo11 :

I go where my country my service Is needing,
Rolling so gaily my bold rataplan.
Color ))Oy, color boy, where are you hieing,
Waving your banner of red, white and blue'/

Color Boy:

I go where the flag ot the free should be !lying,

Waving my banner of red, white and blue.
Soldier boy, soldier bOy, where are you going,
Bearing so proudly your knapsack and gnu'/
8oldler Boy :

Boys:

1 go where my country my duty Is showing,
Bearing so proudly my knapsack and gun.
When will you come again, soldier boys playing,
Drumming and waving and bearing the gun'/
Not while our country our duty Is showing,
Drumming and waving and bearing the gun.
THlll FLAG.

\Musi-0 b11 Vannah, S£wer, Burdett & Oo., Boston, S
Fling out the flai, O children,

. That all the world may see,
How cradled deep In tho heart of a child
The love of the flag may be :
The love ot the flag with Its crimson bars,
Alld Its field of blue with the spangled stars,
The love of the Oai with Its crimson bars,
And Its field of blue with the spangled stars!

Salute the flag, 0 children,
With grave and reverent band,
For It means tar more than the eye can see,
Your home and your native land ;
And men have died for Its crimson bars,
And Its field ot blue with the spangled stars;
And men have died tor Its crimson bars,
And Its field of blue with the spangled stars!
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cent,.)

Revere the flag, my cblldren,
Wberever Its folds you s ee,
For cradled deep In tbe heart of a child
The love of a flag may be ;
The love of the flai:; with Its crimson bars,
And Its field of blue with the spangled stars;
The love of tbe flag with Its crimson bars,
And Its field of blue with the spangled stars !
Pray for tbe flag, my children,
That never a traitor bold
Defame a bar or a. spangled star
Or sully a silken fold;
Then pray for the flag with Its crimson bars,
And Its field of blue wit h the spangled stars ;
Then pray for the flag with Its crimson bars,
And Its field of blue with the spangled stars !-Heath.

•

•

•

•

A KING.

We talked o( kings, little Ned and I,
As we sat In the firelight's glow ;
Of Alfred the Great, In days gone by,
And his klni:;dom of long ago.
Of Norman William, brave and stern,
His armies to victory led.
Then, after a pause: "At scbool we learn
Of another great man," said Ned.
And this one was good to the oppressed,
He was gentle, and brave, and so
Wasn't he greater than all the rest ·1
'Twas Abraham Lincoln, you know."
"Was Lincoln a king?" I asked blm then,
Aiud In waltlni:; for his reply
A Jong procession of noble men
Seemed to pass In tbe firelight by.
Wben, "No," ca.me slowly from little Ned,
And thoughtfully; then wi th a start,
"He wasn't a king-outside," be said,
'But I think he was In bis heart."
-Ella Ba,n,gs-, -£n St. Nkh-Olaa.

•

•
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•

EMBLEMS OF DECORATION DAY.
(CMld with buno1, of red roaea rec(tea.)
With slow and reverend trend,
I brlng the roses red
To deck the soldiers• bed
Emblem of blood they shed,
For thls our native land.
( 011fld -unth bunch of daiaka recites.)

And I, white daisies bring,
A simple offering
Emblem of holy peace,
Oh, may Its reign ne'er cease
In this our happy land.

(Child with bunoh of t>ioletB rec(tes.)

I bring the violets blue,
They say "be tru e, be true,
True to God above you,
True to friends that love you
And to thy native land."

(All three r eclte together.)

For the brave and the true
We'll twine them together,
For the red, white and blue
Are united forever.-From '.l'eaohers' Inatnu,e,

•

•

•

•

•

FLAG SONG.
Out on the breeze,
O'er land and seas,
A beautiful banner Is streaming.
Shining Its stars,
Splendid Its bars,
Under the sunshine 'tis gleaming.
Hall to the tlag,
The dear bonny 0agThe Ong that Is red, white, and blue.
Over the brave
Long may It wave,
Peace to the world ever bringing.
While to the stars
Linked to the bars,
Hearts will forever be singing.
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Hall to the flag,
The dear bonny flagThe flag that Is 1·ed, white, and blue.-Wara.

•

•

•

•

REMEMBRANCE.

A little blue violet looked up to the sky,
And nodded and smiled- I asked her why,
0 little blossom, what would you say?
Why do you nod so glad and gay?
"I am telling of soldiers brave and true;
Come close, and I'll whisper It all to you."
A little brown wren w!h e:ves so bright,
Was warbling a song at morning light.
"O little bird, what Is It you say,
What are you singing all the day"/"
"Oh, the soldiers did so brave a thing,
And that Is why I love to sing."
If some little child you chanr.e to meet

Who does not know why this day we greet,
"O lltle child," you all would say,
"We'll tell you why we keep this day;
We give to the soldiers love and praise
Who gave up their lives In other days."

•

SCATTER '£HE FLOWERS.
(.air: "Tenting on the Old Camp Ground.'')

We come with girts of flowers sweet
For each dear soldier's grave;
We'll cover the mounds where they gently sleep,
Those boys so true and brave.
Many are the boys who are sleeping for aye
Under the sod and dew ;
Many are the hearts sending love to-day
To those brave boys In blue.
Scatter the flowers, scatter the flowers,
Over the soldiers' graves.
Scatter the flowers, scatter the flowers,
Over the soldiers' graves.
We'll honor . the 1:raves •o f our soldier dead,
Who heard their coun try's cry,
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Who left their homes and fought and bled
And died for liberty.
We'll bring them to-day the violets blue,
.A,nd roses red and white,
Those colors bright they bore so true,
For God &nd home and rlght.-From Teachers' ltiBUtute•

•

UNCLE SAM'S YOUNG ARMY.
We are Uncle's Sam's young armyAnd we"re twenty million strongAll together we are marching,
Marching, marching right along!
Not one coward ls among us,
Every heart Is staunch and true ;
And although we are but children,
Yet there"s something we can doWe can guard our country's colors,
Halse them hlgn with cneeer and song!
For we're Uncle's Sam's young army,
And we're twenty million strong.
Well we know the splendid stories
Of the brave deeds of the past,
And our country we have promised
That such bravery shall last.
Loyal we will be and love her
True in every word and deed,
That we may be worthy of her
When It comes our turn to lead.
Now we can but guard her colors,
Proud that to us they belongFor we're Uncle's Sam's young army,
And we're twenty million strong.
And although the smoke of battle
Shadows our dear land to-day,
Still we Ii ttle color·bearers
With the flag can light the way!
See, how &:lad are all to cheer It!
Praises come from eTery mouth.
One great nation kneels to bless It.
East and West and North and south.
All together we are marching.
Marching, marching right along-
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For we're Uncle :sam·s young army,
And we're twenty million strong.
-Ulla Thomas Eldc1·, ln Uttlc Folks.

(Tbe foregoing selection may be used for a recltaUon, or adapted It may
be sung to the tune of TIie Battle Hymn of the Republic.)
SOLDIER'S DAY.
Flowers to-day for tho soldier's grave,
Strew them there where sleep the brave.
Flowers to-day, forever and aye
Let memory hold the soldier's day.

•

IN MEMORY.
Little feet, come rather round
Where the soldier's grnve Is found.
Little fingers crown his rest
With the flowers you love best.-From Youth'• Uompanlon

•

PATRIOTIC PLEDGES.
I.

Flag of Freedom ! true to thee,
All our thoughts, words, deeds shall be,-'
Pledging steadfast loyalty!

I I. The
'l'be
Tbe
We

toll of our hands,
thoughts of our heads,
love of hearts,
pledge to our 0ag.

Ill.

By the
By the
By the
Let the

IV.

We 11ive our bands, our beads and our hearts
To our God and to our country.
One country, ono language, one Ong.

V.

memories of the past,
present, flying fast,
future, long to last,
dear flag wave I

l pledge allegiance to my flag
And to the republic for which It stands.
One nation, indivisible,
With liberty and justice for all.
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SCHOOL CHILDREN'S PLEDGE.
God hath made of one blood all nations of men. We are his children, brothers and sisters all.
We are citizens of these United States, and we believe that our flag
stands for self-sacrifice for the good of all the people.
We want, therefore, to be true citizens of our great country, and to
show our love for her by our works.
America, at times, asks us to die for her welfare; she also asks us
to live for her; so to live and so to act that her government may be
pure, her officers honest, and every corner of her territory shall be a
place which may bring forth the best men and women to rule over her.
Flag of our great Republic; inspirer in battle; guardian of our
homes; whose stars and stripes stand for bravery, purity, truth and
Union,WE SALU'l.'E THEE!

We, tl1e children of many lands-who find rest under thy folds, do
pledge our lives, our hearts, and our sacred honor, to love and protect
thee, ·our Country, and the liberty of the American people forever!

DIRECTIONJ FOR A FLAG J ALUTE
A color-bearer and two color-guards should be selected. They should
bear the flag into a room, and "front face," facing the school.
The school should be given the order, "Position! Stand!" At the
word "position" the pupils should place the right foot in the aisle; at
"stand,'' they should rise together.
At the order, "Attention," take position "A" (pupil erect, hands at
sides); "Salute," take position "B" (right hand to forehead); the
motion prompt, and return immediately to position "A;" then command,
"One,'' place right hand on left breast; "two," touch the forehead with
forefinger of the open hand, as in salute; "three,'' raise the hand as if
taking an oath; "four," take position "A."
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Repeat the positions, the pupils saying in concert, at "one," I love
my country; "two," I honor her flag; "three," and I will cheerfully
obey her laws. "Four," return to position "A." After "three" first time,
and the words accompanying it the second time, give the hand a quick,
whirling motion, indicating "hurrah l"
One of the color guards will give the command, "Right," or "leftface l" "March I" when the color bearer and guards will march from the
room, and the school will be seated.
If the school will sing a stanza of some patriotic song before .the
colors leaves its position before them it will add to the effect
NOTES AND SUGGESTIONS.
Agreeably to the advice of several teachers a new edition of the
1902 booklet is herewith presented for use iu the observance of Special
Memorial Day of 1905. This new edition contains a few but important
additions. Preparations were already begun for an entirely new pamphlet
when in response to requests of teachers it was decided to issue a revised edition of the 1902 booklet. The material gathered will be used
in a future issue. Teachers are advised to preserve this collction for
future use.
You will observe that this number of the Special Memorial Day Annual
contains many references to Vermont's history and has many selections from the writings and speeches of Vermont's citizens. It is hoped
that you will use these selections freely and thereby commemorate Vermont's glorious part in the Civil War and her worthy manhood in civic
and military affairs. Let this be an occasion to magnify our "sturdy and
steadfast State. Allow the pupils to recite the "Patriotic Sentiments of
Vermonters," the facts of ''Vermont in the Civil War," and selections on
Vermont and Vermont soldiers, in class exercises. The War Message
oi Governor Fairbanks may be read or used for a declamation. Tell
the children about the signal service of Vermont troops at different times
and places. Tell them about the "hornet's nest," the "Old Brigade," the
charge of Farnsworth, the Gettysburg Monuments, or other noteworthy
matters.
The capacities and interests of pupils vary so much that it seems
unwise to present more than a suggestive program. The program for a
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school should be expressly arranged by the teacher to suit existing conditions, such as the ages of pupils, the taste of the teacher, and the
means at hand.
Pupils should furnish the larger part of the exercises. Let the
teacher contribute a song, story, recital or reading. When advantageous,
ask a public reader or singer to supply a number. Invite the co-operation
of members of the G. A. R. and W. R. C. They will gladly respond.
Ask some veteran to give a short address. Let him be the school's
guest of honor.
Readers, speakers, poetical works, song books, books of selections,
educational papers, magazines, etc., will supply abundant material. 'rhe
excellence of the selections depends on the teacher's taste and knowledge. Extracts from recent addresses are suitable for older pupils. An
exercise of brief patriotic quotations by pupils, an essay about the flag
or anecdotes of the Civil War may be desirable. Stories of brave deeds
may be told. Class exercises may be readily arranged from material
within reach of most teachers. A little thought and effort will add
interesting and appropriate features. It is hoped that the selections of
this circular will be of use to teachers in making up their programs.
The union of two or m,,re schools for the exer cises of Special Memorial Day may add interest and enrich the program. All the schools of
a town, conveniently located, may find it profitable to meet in some public
ball and hold exercises under the leadership of an interested superintendent.
In every event the attendance of patrons and citizens should be secured. It increases the interest of children, gives impressive meaning
to the occasion, and inspires more frequent visiting of schools.
Many of our high schools and academies would do well to give in
the evening a patriotic and memorial concert, consisting of recitals, readings, songs, drills and other exercises. Some of our schools arc well
able to render a very worthy program, and the essential interest of our
people in such commemoration will prompt the needed public co-operation and appreciation.
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SUGGESTIVE PROGRAM.
Song.
Reading from the Scriptures,-Matt. V. 3-16.
Song.
Reading of Selections by the Teacher.
Saluting the Flag, with pledges.
Recitations.
Song.
Class Exercise.
Essay, or Flag Drill.
Song and Class Exercise.
Recitation, or Class Exercise.
Song.
Recitations.
Story of a Brave, or Kind Deed.
Song.
Patriotic Quotations by Pupils.
Class Exercise.
Song.
Recitations.
Selections.
Short Address by a Veteran.
Song.
AN OUT-DOOR PROGRAM.
Superintendent Dempsey of St. Johnsbury, reports a very pleasing
program given out of doors before the Union School, where the G. A. R.
Veterans and accompanying organizations wer_e assembled, making a!Jaudience of 1200 or 1500 persons. The result was a very effective and
inspiring exercise. The children were well drilled for the exercises;
each child was provided with a flag, with which the veterans were
saluted as they approached; and then the program was given as follows:.
r. Singing by chorus of pupils.
2. Recitation.
J. Flag Drill by 16 girls dressed m white.
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4. Singing.
Address (S minutes).
6. Pledge of Allegiance and Flag Salute.
7. Singing America (accompanied by Band).
5.

THE OBSERVANCE OF MEMORIAL DAY.
It is noticed with regret that there is a tendency in many localities
to degenerate Memorial Day by different kinds of sport, the nature of
which is wholly inconsistent and incompatible with Memorial Day Exercises. Memorial Day implies an obligation of every citizen which
should be carried out according to its intents and purposes, that of
giving honor to the dead who sacrificed their lives to save the Union. It
is an educational day for school children to teach patriotism which is the
safety of our Union. The Old Soldier gave himself a sacrifice for
years for his country's good, a sacrifice with instant death, imminent or
prolonged torture. For these deeds of valor and fidelity let us perpetuate the observance of Memorial Day, honorable to their memory and
honorable to the Grand Army of the Republic. -Hon. H. <J. Thomas.
Teach and live a better observance of our National Holidays. Do
not quit the patriotic lessons of Special Memorial Day until every child of
school age in Vermont is taught the most important of all lessons, the
proper observance of Memorial Day itself. Teach our youth that Memorial Day was not erected for the convenience of Young America in
which to enjoy athletic games. Teach them that the grandest act of
patriotism on their part, is to be the cheerful, loyal supporters of our
war veterans on Memorial Day. See to it that our schools go in a
body, a guard of honor, to our veterans as they march to the burial
places of the dead, to place wreaths and plant the stars and stripes on
the graves of fallen comrades, to keep green in ~emory's silent chambers the deeds of a heroic past, then to return with the veterans to the
place where the public oration, usually so full of patriotic lessons, is
spoken. Let our boys be taught, that if sports must be had on Memorial
Day, that his first duty is to these gray haired veterans who have
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handed down to us an unbroken Union, that the performance of this
duty will not only add patriotism to his stature but a grandeur and
nobility to his character, the glory of every true Vermonter.
-From Address of Hon. Horace W. Ba.(ley.

JUPPLEMENTAL JELECTIONJ
Not gold, but only men can make
A people great and strong;
Men who for Truth and Honor's sake
Stand fast and sutrer long.-Bmerson.

•

*

•

•

•

He's true to God who's true to man ; wherever wrong ls done
To the humblest and the weakest 'neath the all-behol<llng sun,
That wrong Is also done to us ; and they are slaves most base,
Whose love of right Is for themselves an(I not !01· all their race.-Lowen.

•

•

OUR HEROES.

Here"s a hand to the boy who bas courage
To ao what he knows to be right;
When he falls In the way of temptation,
He has a hard battle to fight.
Who strives against self and his comra<les
Will tlnd a most powerful foe ;
All honor to him If he conquers,
A cheer for the boy who says "No!"
There's many a battle fought dally
The world knows nothing about;
There's many a brave little soldier
Whose strength puts a legion to rout;
And he who tlghts sln single-handed
Is more of a hero, I say,
'l'han he who leads soldiers to battle,
And conquers by arms In the fray.
Be steadfast, my boy, when you're tempted,
And do what you know to be right;
Stand tlrm by the colors of manhood,
And you will o"ercome In the light.
"The Right!" be your battle-cry eve1·,
In waging the warfare of life;
And God, who knows who are the heroes,
Will give you the strength for the strlfe.-The M 11rtle•

•
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•

MEMORIAL DAY.
(To tllc tune, "T1·a111p, Tramp, Tramp!")
In this happy land of ours, In this month of birds and 0owers,
We wlll pause a while from study, work and play.
Let us march with rev'rent tread, let us gently bow the head,
For each little child should keep :llemorlal Day.
Ollorus:

Tramp! tramp! tramp! we're softly marching,
Tramp !tramp! tramp! we march away.
While our drummer beats bis drum,
Little children, softly come,
For each li ttle heart should keep J\lemo1·1a1 Day.

Where the soldiers lie asleep In the silence long and deep,
We wlll strew the pretty daisies white and gold;
Every dainty flower that grows, pansy, Tlolet and rose,
Let us scatter all our l!ttle bands can bold.

•

•

"Twine we garlands for heroes dead, allke for the friend and the foe;
For the brave who fell In the civil strife, when our brothers' blood did l!ow;
And for some who lie on Cuba's plains, and some In the raging sea,
And some In the far off Philippines beneath the lone palm tree ;
And for those who lie 'neath the flowers here that bloom so bright tbla May,
But never again wlll they gladden our eyes-the boys who went away I"

•

•

•

THE FLOWER OF LlBER'l'L
What flower Is this that greets the morn,
Its hues from heaven so freshly born ·1
With bur ning star and l!amlng band
It kindles all the sunset land :
Ob, tell us what Its name may be!
Is this the Flower of Liberty ·1
It Is the banner of the tree,
The starry Flower of Liberty !
In savage Nature's talr abode
Its tender seed our fathers sowed ;
The storm-winds rocked Its swelling bud,
Its opening leaves were streaked with blood,Tlll, lo! earth's tyrants shook to see
The full-blown Flower or Liberty !
Then ball the banner or the tree,
The starry F lower of Liberty !
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•

QUOTATIONS ABOUT OUR FLAG.
(May be used as a sl.o gle exercise.)
Glorious flag, red, white and blue,
Bright emblem of the pure and true.
2.

Hall, all bail ! glorious stripes of the evening sky,
Hall, all ball ! beautlrul stars of the heavens high ;
Float on wit h thy gorgeous folds, ever bright.
Keep watch o'er our country both day and night.

3.

O'er eTery hero's grave,
O'er every freeman's home,
Let Freedom's banner wave,
For victory proudly won.

4.

We love our native country's flag.
To lt our hearts are true,
Above us wave lo splendid folds
The red, the white and blue.

t.. Our flag carries American ideas. American history. American t'eellni:s.
13.

Flag of the free heart's hope and home.
By angel hands to valor g iven !
Thy stars have lit the welkin dome,
And all thy hues were born In heaven.

7.

A song for our banner! The watchword recall
Which gave the republic her station ;
United we stand-<!lvlded we fallIt made and preserves us a nation.

8.

Though many and bright are the stars that appear
In the flag by our country unfurled,
And the stripes that are sweillng In majesty there,
Like rainbows adorning the world:
Their light ls unsullied as those In the sky,
By a deed that our fat hers have done,
And they're leagued lo as true and holy a tie
A;s that motto of Many In one.

11.

When Freedom from her mountain height
Unfurled her standard to the air,
She tore the azure robe of night,
And set the stars of glory there.
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'
Sbe mingled wltb Its gorgeous dyes
Tbe milky baldric of tbe skies,
And striped Its pure, celestial wblte
Wltb streaklngs of tbe morning light.
Tben from h is mansion In tbe sun
She called her eagle-bearer down,
And gave Into his mighty hand
Tbe symbol of her cbosen land.
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"VER MONT.

In honor of her sons who fought on rhis field .. ,

i\fouument at Gettysburg.

